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4 each – Keywords: 
Dog Travel Carriers  
Dog Car Seats  
Dog Travel Supplies 
 
Dog Travel Carriers - Dog Car Seats and Dog Travel Supplies from 
PETCO.com  
 
Get all your dog travel carriers, dog car seats and dog travel supplies from 
PETCO.com!  
 
Here’s just part of our huge selection: 
 
PETCO Home and Travel Premium Dog Travel Carriers 
 

 Made of high-impact plastic for years of easy-to-clean use. 
 Engineering grade fasteners are non-toxic, have a high tensile strength 

greater than steel and resist loosening due to vibrations. 
 Assembles in seconds without any tools. 
 Steel door with dual rod spring-loaded latch that's easy to operate but 

stays very secure. 
 Seat belt safety slot on roof helps secure carrier in your car. 
 Shoulder eyelet straps that double as a great place to hang an 

identification tag. 
 storage compartment for leash or treats. 
 Plenty of ventilation--with extended side rail that prevents carrier from 

sitting flat against wall and blocking air circulation. 
 Recessed top carrying handle with comfort grip coating. 
 Five year limited warranty. 

 
Snoozer Pet Car Seat Console Lookout 
 
Let your pet ride in his favorite spot--close to you. Our Snoozer Dog Car Seats 
let your small pet ride safely and comfortably atop your car's console. It securely 
attaches with supplied straps. 
 



Made with a comfortable foam frame with a washable cover. Lambs wool interior 
offers your pet a soft spot to snuggle. Fashionable nylon quilt exterior. Use with a 
harness and supplied strap for complete pet safety. Sized for pets up to 4 lbs. 
 
PETCO Disposable Bowls 
 
Never be without a bowl for your pet again – stock up on dog travel supplies. 
Compact plastic dish folds flat to the size of an index card and unfolds to hold up 
to 40 ounces of food or water for your pet. Trio of bowls in assorted colors easily 
fit in purse, pocket, bag, or glove compartment. 
 
Gamma TRAVEL-tainer 
 
The TRAVEL-tainer™ keeps your pet food fresh in an easy carry, airtight, food 
grade plastic container. Just remove the carry handle and pull off the blue 
food/water dishes. Twist off top and pour! Perfect for quick trips! 
 
Petkin PetWipes To-Go 
 
PetWipes To-Go wipes away daily dirt and odor while conditioning the coat with 
Aloe and Vitamin E. 
 

 Veterinarian approved 
 Non-toxic 
 No alcohol 
 Won't remove spot-on treatments 
 Fast, convenient, easy to use 
 Great for walks, home, car and travel 
 For use on dogs, puppies, cats and kittens 

 
PETCO.com is the place to go when you’re looking for dog travel carriers, dog 
car seats and dog travel supplies. 
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Dog Biscuits and Treats  
Dog Treats  
Dog Cookies 
 
Dog Biscuits and Treats - Dog Treats and Dog Cookies Available Online 
from PETCO.com  
 



Need some dog biscuits and treats? Find all the dog treats and dog cookies 
you could possibly imagine at PETCO.com! 
 
Here are just a few dog biscuits and treats we carry: 
 
Cloud Star Buddy Biscuits Dog Treats 
 
Cloud Star is dedicated to providing your pet with the most wholesome treats 
possible. We use only the finest ingredients. No salt, sugar, corn, preservatives, 
artificial colors, artificial flavors, or by-products are used. Unlike many mass-
produced pet treats, Buddy Biscuits contain only healthy and wholesome 
ingredients. In fact, we only use ingredients that you would find in your own 
kitchen. Offered in a variety of flavors. 
 
PETCO Treat Bar Mini-Snackies Dog Treats 
 
Mini-Snackies Treats come packaged in a super size for extra deserving dogs, 
generous dog lovers, breeders, and kennels. These crunchy nuggets with a 
meaty filling are sure to please your pet. 
Mini-Snackies are perfect for take-along treats and training rewards. Each bite-
size biscuit is packed with flavor and their hard texture won't leave crumbles in 
your pocket. 
 
Hill's Science Diet Canine Maintenance Light Treats 
 
A nutritionally balanced, digestible dry treat for dogs that tend to gain weight. 
These dog cookies are intended for use with Science Diet® Light Formula 
Canine Maintenance® brand pet food. With a compatible nutrient profile, Science 
Diet® Canine Light Treats enable owners to follow their veterinarian's nutritional 
recommendation and still feed their dog a treat. 
 
Old Mother Hubbard Old-Fashioned Assorted Mini Dog Biscuits 
 
Oven-baked dog biscuits feature the simple goodness of tail-waggin' recipes, 
wholesome ingredients, and mouthwatering taste and aroma. Each crunchy hard 
biscuit is bursting with natural ingredients like oatmeal, chicken, apples, carrots, 
and nothing artificial. Offered in assorted and original flavors in a variety of sizes. 
 
Natural Balance Healthy Bones Bison, Pearled Barley and Blueberry Dog 
Treats 
 
Made of only the freshest, natural ingredients Healthy Bones dog treats are a 
smart way to reward your dog. Great for training or just a healthy snack. Unique 
formula combines protein (bison), carbohydrate (pearled barley) and antioxidants 
(blueberries) for great taste and sensible nutrition. Bone shaped biscuits are 2" X 
1.5" making them perfect bite sized snacks for medium to large dogs. 



 
Shop PETCO.com when you’re sniffing around for dog biscuits and treats! We 
have all the best dog treats and dog cookies available online. 
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Discount Dog Food  
Discount Dog Beds  
Discount Dog Toys 
 
Discount Dog Food - Discount Dog Beds and Discount Dog Toys from 
PETCO.com  
 
You’ve come to the right place for discount dog food, discount dog beds and 
discount dog toys! 
 
Here are just a few that PETCO.com offers: 
 
Discount Dog Food 
 
Nutro Natural Choice Large Breed Senior Dog Food 
 
Premium nutrition for large breed senior dogs (weighing 50 lbs. and more, five 
years and older). Features balanced calcium and phosphorus for strong bones, 
optimized protein and fat, antioxidant protection, and guaranteed great taste. 
 
Nutro Natural Choice Lamb Meal & Rice Formula 
 
Naturally Preserved with Vitamin E: Using the recommendations of veterinarians 
and nutritionists as the guideline, Nutro has created Nutro's Natural Choice Lamb 
Meal and Rice Formula, an all-natural dry dog food that's fortified with vitamins 
and minerals. 
 
Discount Dog Beds 
 
Petmate Luxury Pet Bed in Herringbone & Plush 
 
This bed is made for the discerning dog who knows no limit for pampering. The 
ultimate luxury of plush material that mimics the silky softness of mink is paired 
with the classic good looks and durability of a herringbone weave. Plenty of 
billowy, soft fiber fill will cradle your pooch to a blissful slumber every night of the 



week. 6" side gussets help bed maintain its shape and keep the fluffy filling 
evenly distributed. 
 
SSS PetCare Beds 
 
"SSS" PetCare Coil Springs are the heart of this luxurious pet bed. Layers of 
foam, fabric and fleece, make this the ultimate in pet bedding. The "SSS" 
PetCare bed provides your pet with all the comfort and support qualities that any 
pet may need, whether for comfort or orthopedic care. Comes with a waterproof 
liner and a removable washable cover. Match with the Iron Bed Frame to create 
a bed that's fit for the real king of your castle. 
 
Discount Dog Toys 
 
JW Pet Company Insight Activitoys Hall of Mirrors 
 
The parakeet, along with other small parrots, requires stimulation and exercise 
for its well-being. In its natural habitat the bird's keen mind, extraordinary 
sensitivity to the environment and physical prowess are all utilized in daily 
activities. Activitoys are designed to stimulate the bird's mind as well as its motor 
skills and to keep your bird vigorous and healthy. 
 
Aspen Soft Bite Floppy Disc 
 
Soft floppy disc flies and floats. Constructed with pliable rubber tubing to avoid 
damage to dogs’ teeth when catching. Folds up to fit easily in back pocket or 
purse. It's the gentlest flying disc for your dog. 
 
Discount dog food, discount dog beds and discount dog toys are waiting for 
you at PETCO.com…where the pets go! 
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PetCare Pet Insurance  
Dog Insurance 
 
PetCare Pet Insurance - Dog Insurance Available Online from PETCO.com 
 
PetCare Pet Insurance and dog insurance is available online from 
PETCO.com…where pet parents go to keep their pals safe and healthy! 
 
PetCare Pet Insurance: QuickCare Intro 



 
Protect your four-legged friend with QuickCare Intro.  
 

 Avoid the heartache of expensive vet bills!  
 Unlimited number of listed accidents covered!* 
 Your coverage starts one minute past midnight (EST) the day after you 

enroll. 
 No upfront cost! 
 You may be eligible for a discount. 
 Pay only $1 for your first month* and only $14.05 each month thereafter. 
 Taking care of your pet´s health couldn't be easier with the PetCare Pet 

Insurance Programs special offer.  
 
QuickCare Intro Program Coverage Details 
 
Enrollment Age 
 
For any pets 8 weeks - 6 Years you’ll have 100% coverage with just a $100 
deductible. 
 
Any First Time Illness 
 
QuickCare Intro helps cover your pet’s First-Time Illness, Foreign Body 
Ingestion, Motor Vehicle Accidents, Bone Fractures, Poison Ingestion, 
Lacerations, Burns, Allergic Reactions to Insect Bites/Stings and additional 
medical care costs and fees.  
 
QuickCare can pay you a “Recovery Cost”, which pays for advertising or to offer 
a reward should your dog become lost or missing. 
 
Important Pet Coverage Details 
     
When you activate your coverage, your first month’s premium will be added to 
your second month’s payment. Prices and deductibles vary by state. 
 
Please get a quote to confirm your pricing. Your monthly premium after the first 
month will be just 14.05, and the $1 for your first month will be charged to your 
second month's premium. 
 
Please refer to policy terms and conditions for full details. Conditions cannot be 
noted, symptomatic or pre-existing prior to enrollment. 
  
Go to PETCO.com when you need PetCare Pet Insurance and/or dog 
insurance! PETCO.com…where the “think ahead” pet parents buy pet 
insurance! 
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Dog Houses  
Insulated Dog Houses  
Igloo Dog Houses 
 
Dog Houses - Insulated Dog Houses and Igloo Dog Houses from 
PETCO.com  
 
PETCO.com has you covered if you’re looking for dog houses, insulated dog 
houses and igloo dog houses. 
 
Check out part of our huge selection: 
 
WARE Premium Plus A-Frame Dog Houses 
 
Good looks and functionality makes this dog house your dog's castle. 
Reminiscent of the A-frame houses in quaint ski villages this dog house utilizes a 
design that is tried and true. Features include solid wood construction for beauty 
and durability, waterproof shingle roof keeps pets warm and dry, peak-roof 
design allows easy access to pets and simplifies cleaning, adjustable waterproof 
feet keeps floor safely off the wet, cold ground. Assembles in minutes with only a 
screwdriver. 
 
Merry Products Wood Pet Home- The Chalet 
 
Provide your pet with a stylish home of his own with our Merry Products Wood 
Pet Homes. Made of kiln-dried Asian fir, they're built to withstand extremes in 
humidity and temperature year-round. Easy to assemble homes. 
 
ASL Solutions Dog Palace 
 
Just one of our top-notch insulated dog houses! Beautiful and durable plastic 
dog house features up to 4" of real foam (Styro/EPS) insulation in each panel for 
optimum comfort--cooler in summer and warmer in winter than look-alike dog 
houses without insulation. 
 
Thoughtful amenities include: 
 

 Easy pass-through, self-closing door with window 
 Raised floor that provides a dry and warm bedding area 



 Sloped floor with drain hole that whisks liquid away from your pet's living 
area 

 Self-storing window panels that easily reposition from winter's closed 
position to summer's cross-ventilation position without tools 

 Durable plastic construction that cleans up easily with the water from your 
garden hose 

 
Petmate Indigo Dog Home 
 
Assembles in under a minute. Just snap the top onto the base and you've got a 
top-of-the-line igloo shaped home for your dog. Structural foam construction is 
warmer in winter and cooler in summer. Extended doorway gives your pet extra 
protection from blowing rain and more space to stretch out and survey his 
surroundings. Also equipped with adjustable top ventilation. Colors may vary. 
 
Petmate Dogloo XT Dog Houses 
 
This is one of our best igloo dog houses! Classic igloo shaped dog house 
features structural foam construction that's warmer in winter and cooler in 
summer. Its aerodynamic shape makes it stable in winds and promotes good 
heat circulation. Adjustable top ventilation. 
 
Shop PETCO.com for dog houses, insulated dog houses and igloo dog 
houses to keep your pup happy and safe! 
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Dog Gates and Doors  
Automatic Dog Doors  
Electronic Dog Doors 
 
Dog Gates & Doors - Automatic Dog Doors and Electronic Dog Doors from 
PETCO.com  
 
Shopping around for dog gates and doors, automatic dog doors and 
electronic dog doors? Shop PETCO.com. 
 
Here’s part of our great selection: 
 
North States Pet Gate 
 
Pressure Retractable pet gate immediately and effortlessly creates a barrier for 
your pet. Deluxe 26" high gate adjusts easily to doorways 26" to 42" wide. 



Unique door sockets give pressure mounted Pet Gate extra holding power in 
doorways and openings. 
 
Playfence Retractable Pet Gate 
 
Retractable Pet Gate features a strong mesh that extends to cover openings 
from 4" to 53". Simply pull out the carrier bar and lock length needed for doorway 
width. When not in use, the mesh rolls out-of-sight into the case. It retracts 
without snapping back (like a window shade) to prevent catching clothing, little 
fingers, paws, or tails in the rewind. The fully enclosed housing for the mesh gate 
means its less likely that your pet can affect the mechanism or storage of the 
mesh. One-hand operation. Features working lock. 
 
When used in accordance with manufacturer guidelines, the Retractable Pet 
Gate has been tested to withstand pressure up to 200 lbs. 
 
The dog gates and doors can be relocated from one set of wall brackets to 
another in seconds. This feature allows you to install Additional Wall Bracket Kits 
(sold separately) at other locations and use the same gate. 
 
The automatic dog doors can be completely removed from the wall brackets if 
desired, although most doors will still be able to close with the mounting 
hardware in place. 
 
Successfully passed all mechanical testing requirements of the ASTM F1004-
02A. There are no safety hazards present with these electronic dog doors. With 
regards to FHSA regulations, the Retractable Pet Gate is considered to be non-
flammable. 
 
Perfect for restricting your pet's access to off-limits areas with a clean, attractive 
look. 
 
Four Paws Wood Frame Wire Mesh Gates 
 
Keep your pet in or out with our Four Paws Wood Frame Wire Mesh Gate. This 
pressure-mounted gate fits into door frame and locks securely--meaning there is 
no hardware attached to your door frame. And, because the gate is not 
permanently attached, it's great to take when visiting friends' homes with your 
pet. Wood frame features an attractive finish. Heavy-duty wire mesh is epoxy-
paint coated for long lasting, rust-resistant use. 
 
Buy from someone you can trust. PETCO.com has all the dog gates and doors, 
automatic dog doors and electronic dog doors you need! 
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Rawhide and Chews for Dogs  
Dog Bones  
Dog Chew Toys 
Rawhide and Chews for Dogs - Dog Bones and Dog Chew Toys from 
PETCO.com  
 
Looking for rawhide and chews for dogs, dog bones and dog chew toys? 
Look no longer. 
 
PETCO.com has: 
 
Dingo Beefy Bone Rawhide and Chews for Dogs 
 
Dogs love the great taste of Dingo Beefy Rawhide Chews with Real Meat in the 
Middle. Our chews are made with the highest quality ingredients and the finest 
cuts of beef, then we smoke them to give your dog a fun and delicious treat that 
is bursting with flavor. Plus, these healthy chew treats help promote healthy teeth 
and gums. So, go ahead and treat your dog to the irresistible flavor of Dingo 
Beefy Rawhide Chews today. 
 
Dingo Wag'n Wraps Rawhide Chews 
 
Wag'n Wraps Meat in the Middle Rawhide Chews are a delicious treat your dog 
can't resist. Dingo Wag'n Wraps are premium rawhide wrapped around a chewy 
center with real meat inside. Other chews may have "meaty" centers - but only 
Dingo Wag'n Wraps have real meat you can see and your dog will love. 
 
Dingo Dog Bones (Small) 
 
Our Dingo Bone for dogs is made with the highest quality ingredients to give your 
dog a fun and delicious treat that is bursting with flavor. Our patented chews are 
made with an irresistible combination of real meat wrapped with natural rawhide. 
High in protein, low in fat. 
 
Mini Dingo Meat and Rawhide Chew 
 
Dogs love the great taste of Dingo Mini Rawhide Chews with real meat in the 
middle. Mini-sized for your small dog. Dingo Minis are made with the highest 
quality ingredients to give your dog a fun and delicious treat! Irresistible and 
bursting with flavor. Dingo Minis are the perfect treat for your small dog. 
 
Nylabone Ring Dog Chew Toys 
 



Long-lasting Nylabone chew toys are flavor enhanced--your dog can't resist 
them. And, chewing Nylabone cleans and massages teeth and gums without 
tooth wear. 70% of dogs tested showed a significant improvement in dental 
health when allowed to chew Nylabone at will. Tough Nylabone is endorsed by 
leading dog authorities like the ASPCA and used by animal hospitals, kennels 
and humane shelters. 
 
Nylabone My Royal Princess Action Chew in Pink 
 
Our Nylabone® My Royal Princess™ chew toy has been specially designed for 
powerful chewers with a dual texture that your dog will love. Durable nylon ends 
helps clean teeth. Soft minty center creates a gum-massaging effect. Helps 
control tartar. Non-toxic, safe for pets. Veterinarian recommended. 
 
Shop PETCO.com for rawhide and chews for dogs, dog bones and dog chew 
toys. PETCO.com…where the best pet parents go! 
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Dog Clean Up 
Dog Poop Bags  
Puppy Pads 
 
Dog Clean Up - Dog Poop Bags and Puppy Pads Available Online from 
PETCO.com   
 
Dealing with messy business? PETCO.com is here to help. We have all the dog 
clean up products, dog poop bags and puppy pads you need! 
 
A few of our puppy-clean-up products: 
 
Value Training Pads for Dog Clean Up 
 
Our value training pads are an economical way to help in housetraining your 
puppy. The plastic backing helps protect your floor from messes and the 
absorbent tissue soaks up wetness. Excellent for puppies, indoor adult dogs, 
traveling, incontinency and ill pets. 
 

 Reusable Housebreaking Pad for housebreaking puppies, older dogs with 
accidents, and everyday use for "home-alone" pooches. 

 Reusable and Washable 
 Saves money compared to throw-away products (one Pooch Pad will last 

as long as 365 disposables). 
 Controls odors--contains DuPont ComforSorb XM anti-microbial fibers. 



 Protects floors, carpets, and furniture. 
 Environmentally friendly. No messy, soaked pads to throw away. 

 
Pooch Pads (puppy pads) are designed for dog owners who love their pets but 
hate the mess and odor resulting from accidents. They are ideal for 
housebreaking puppies, older or incontinent dogs, and dogs that are "home-
alone" all day while you are at work or away. 
 
Good for your dog, even better for your wallet. 
 
When used and cared for correctly, Pooch Pads can resist more than 300 
washings without losing their absorbency or odor-killing effectiveness. And since 
there's no waste to dispose of, Pooch Pads are better for the environment. 
 
PETCO Training Pack 
 
PETCO Stain & Odor Remover: 
 
Permanently removes both new and old stains and odors from urine, vomit, 
feces, blood, dirt, grass and more. 
Safe for all carpet types including carpets made with today’s natural and 
synthetic fibers. Also great for use on upholstery, pet bedding, clothing, tile, 
concrete, brick and any other surface around your home where water is safe to 
use. Complete odor removal discourages resoiling. Safe to use around children 
and pets. 
 
PETCO Potty Training Aid: 
 
Scientifically formulated attractant is designed to help teach your pet where to 
urinate. May be used indoor or outside in areas acceptable for elimination. The 
ease and length of training time varies and will depend on the individual pet. 
 
PETCO Training Pads for Puppies: 
 
For puppies and stay-at-home dogs, PETCO training pads and dog poop bags 
are specially scented to attract your pet to the pad. Built-in deodorizers help 
control odor while a super absorbent polymer prevents leaks. Excellent for 
puppies, indoor adult dogs, traveling, incontinency and ill pets. 
 
PETCO.com has all the dog clean up products, dog poop bags and puppy 
pads you need! Go where your pet would go…PETCO! 
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Top Rated Dog Products  
Photo Gifts  
Dog Picture Frames  
 
Photo Gifts - Dog Picture Frames Available Online from PETCO.com  
 
Looking for top rated dog products, photo gifts and dog picture frames? Find 
them all online at PETCO.com! 
 
Products like our: 
 
Top Rated Dog Products 
 
Photo Gifts 
 
my-PhotoArt Tapestry Pillows 
 
Skilled weavers transform YOUR favorite photo into two woven pillows sure to 
add that special touch to any home. Each measures a generous 17” x 17”. 
Meticulously crafted, these pillows will each feature the same photo. Your order 
confirmation will include all instructions required to submit your photo online or by 
mail. Truly THE perfect gift for all occasions! 
 
How it works: 
 
Just select your product and check out! You will receive a separate email from 
PETCO with instructions that includes an Upload Your Photo link. Click on this 
link to digitally upload your image or to download a printable PDF Order Form 
that can be mailed in with a copy of your photo or CD containing a .jpg file. Photo 
or CD cannot be returned. 
 
For digital photos the .jpg file is best taken with a digital camera of 3.0 
megapixels or higher. The file size should be less than 6MB with a minimum 
resolution of 300 dpi. For best results, a glossy finish is recommended for mailed-
in photos that measures at least 3" x 5". 
 
my-PhotoArt Framed Canvas Art in Gold 
 
Transform a favorite photograph into a premium work of painted canvas art! 
With my-PhotoArt, the process couldn't be easier! Skilled artists transform YOUR 
favorite photos into canvas art that looks just like an original oil painting. Each 
museum quality canvas is hand-painted using archival inks which won’t scratch 
or fade in a lifetime. The perfect gift for all occasions. 
 
Dog Picture Frames 



 
my-PhotoArt Framed Canvas Art in Cherry 
 
Skilled artists transform YOUR favorite photos into canvas art that look just like 
an original oil painting. Each museum quality canvas is hand-painted using 
archival inks and a UV matte-laminate coating which won't scratch or fade in a 
lifetime. You will receive a separate email from PETCO with instructions on how 
to submit your photo online or by mail. Truly THE perfect gift for all occasions! 
 
PETCO.com is your one-stop-shop for top rated dog products, photo gifts and 
dog picture frames! 
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Dog Steps and Ramps  
Dog Ramps for Cars  
Dog Ramps for Pick-up Trucks 
 
Dog Steps and Ramps - Dog Ramps for Cars and Dog Ramps for Pick-up 
Trucks from PETCO.com  
 
Trying to find that perfect set of dog steps and ramps, dog ramps for cars or 
dog ramps for pick-up trucks? Rest assured, PETCO.com has you covered 
with quality products like these:  
 
Dog Steps and Ramps 
 
Pet Gear Easy Step III Pet Stairs 
 
Easy Step III gives your pet the freedom to access beds, couches and 
automobiles with ease and relieves you from any heavy lifting of your precious 
pet. Features larger landings, with the steps gently sloping upward for maximum 
height making it easier for your pet to get up and down. The carpet is removable 
and cleanable for longstanding use. Lightweight, quick one time assembly and 
easy to move. Ideal for pets up to 150 lbs. 
 
Dog Ramps for Cars 
 
Solvit UltraLite Pet Stairs 
 



The UltraLite Pet Stairs weighs less than 10 lbs. but holds over 250 lbs! Perfect 
for helping pets reach a couch or bed. Also works well for accessing the back 
door of a sedan. 
 
Petmate Pet Steps 
 
Petmate Pet Steps help your pets reach their favorite place. Each step features a 
carpet covering that provides a non-slip surface. Perfect for small pets. 
 
Dog Ramps for Pick-up Trucks 
 
Solvit Deluxe Telescoping Pet Ramp 
 
Our Deluxe Telescoping Pet Ramp is super lightweight at 13 lbs. and it supports 
over 400 lbs. with no bending. The combination aluminum and plastic design 
make it the lightest and strongest pet ramp on the market. It's also more 
compact, making it easier to use and store.  
 
The telescoping design is the secret to making this ramp so easy to use - just 
slide it out to use and slide it in to stow. No clumsy folding and unfolding 
required. It is infinitely adjustable from 39" to 72". Use it fully-extended for SUVs, 
pickups, grooming table, etc. Shorten the ramp when space is limited or when 
the upper surface isn't as high, such as a bed, couch, or minivan. The unique 
wavy walking surface with non-slip tread gives pets a sure footing, especially on 
steep climbs.  
 
The ramp also includes a convenient carry handle and safety release latch to 
prevent accidental opening. Plus, the ultra-stiff design utilizes four rubber feet to 
keep the ramp stable while in use. 
 
Shop PETCO.com for dog steps and ramps, dog ramps for cars or dog 
ramps for pick-up trucks. PETCO.com…where the traveling pets and their 
parents go! 
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New Dog Products  
Dog Supplies  
Dog Accessories 
 
New Dog Products - Dog Supplies and Dog Accessories Available Online 
from PETCO.com  
 



All the best new dog products, dog supplies and dog accessories are 
available online at PETCO.com.  
 
Which ones? Products like these: 
 
New Dog Products  
Wellness Turkey & Sweet Potato Canned Dog Food 
 
Wellness® Turkey & Sweet Potato Formula is an excellent source of high quality 
protein.  We use USDA Turkey as our most plentiful ingredient because it is a 
delicious, digestible protein source. The Sweet Potatoes provide your dog with 
an excellent source of vitamins, minerals and beta-carotene.  
 
Created with exceptional palatability, alternate or mix Turkey & Sweet Potato 
Formula with Wellness® Dry food to create a special treat, offer a variety for your 
dog or supplement additional nutritional needs. Dogs that prefer canned food will 
benefit from all the real-food ingredients and thoughtfully chosen ingredients that 
are also found in our Wellness® Dry Dog formulas. 
 
Purina Pro Plan Natural Lamb & Rice Puppy Formula 
 
Specially formulated to meet the needs of growing puppies. Real lamb is the #1 
ingredient, from New Zealand and Australia, raised without hormones and 
contains no lamb by-products. Made with easily digestible rice and oat meal as 
sources of carbohydrates. 
 
Dog Supplies 
 
Deluxe Doggy Steps 
 
Give your dog a leg up with Doggy Steps™, the incredible new dog stair step 
product that helps your pet get up to its favorite spot. Whether your dog is small, 
older or just plain spoiled, it will love this fun, easy way to climb onto sofas, beds 
or car seats. 
 
Andis 2-Speed Professional Clipper 
 
The 2-Speed Clipper is a powerful motor clipper designed for professional heavy-
duty use.  
 
Features include: 
 

 Detachable blades and a 2-speed motor for extra power and fast, smooth 
clipping. 

 Two speed settings: Normal (2700 RPM)- for most cutting needs and High 
(3300 RPM)- 25% faster for cutting heavy coats. 



 Clipper runs so cool that fans and air vents that can become clogged with 
hair are not needed. 

 New housing providing improved durability and resists harsh chemicals. 
 Locking blade hinge to keep blade secure. 
 Maintenance free--no oiling or greasing of internal parts is needed. 
 Comes complete with size 10 detachable blade. 

Dog Accessories 
 
addis Pet Products Translucent Paw Print Placemat 
 
Our easy to clean translucent placemat is a handy addition to your pet's dining 
area. Just place under your pet's food and water bowls and it catches spills and 
drips. The raised rim contains the mess and keeps it from spilling over onto your 
flooring. 
Translucent look complements any décor. 
 
Grab all the best new dog products, dog supplies and dog accessories online 
at PETCO.com. 
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Pet Memorials 
 
Pet Memorials Available Online from PETCO.com  
 
When the time comes, count on PETCO.com to provide you with the very best 
pet memorials available. 
  
For Infinity Monument Memorial 
 
Your pet was an important part of your family, one whose loyalty was limitless 
and whose love was unconditional. We know your love for your pet will last a 
lifetime, and we want to help you honor the memory of your beloved companion. 
Your pet's name and a personalized message are etched into the stone creating 
a lasting tribute. To further enhance the beauty of the monument, a photograph 
(color or black and white) of your pet is etched into the stone. Stones are for 
interior and exterior use. 
 
For Infinity Premium Series Pet Memorial 
 
To further enhance the beauty of the monument, a photograph (color or black 
and white) of your pet is etched into the stone. Your pet was an important part of 
your family, one whose loyalty was limitless and whose love was unconditional. 



We know your love for your pet will last a lifetime, and we want to help you honor 
the memory of your beloved companion. Stones are for interior and exterior use. 
 
For Infinity Head Marker Memorial 
 
Your pet will never be forgotten when his or her photograph is permanently 
etched into this unique granite memorial. Exquisitely crafted of solid black 
granite, each stone is polished to a glossy finish. Your pet's name and a 
personalized message are etched in. 
 
PETCO.com has the very best pet memorials to pay tribute to your trusty friend. 
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Dog ID Tags  
Personalized Dog Tags  
Dog Tag Silencers 
 
Dog ID Tags - Personalized Dog Tags and Dog Tag Silencers from 
PETCO.com 
 
Keep track of that dog (even off a leash)! PETCO.com has a huge selection of 
dog ID tags, personalized dog tags and dog tag silencers. 
 
Dog ID Tags 
 
Pet Tags Lost Pet Recovery System - Brass Bone 
 
This tag could save your pet's life. 
 
This tag can help reunite you with your pet in the event he becomes lost. 
Tag includes an "I Am Lost Please Call" message along with a toll-free number 
and an identification number for your pet. Simply complete and submit the Owner 
Information Form and the information will be confidentially stored for retrieval in 
the event your pet becomes lost. 
 

 No waiting for your tag to come in the mail. With Pet Tags Lost Pet 
Recovery System, your pet has protection as soon as the registration is 
complete. 

 Toll-free number is staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a week with live 
operators who will help return your pet home safely. 

 Identification tag displays the identification number only--not your personal 
information. 



 Registration form includes your name, address, and phone number along 
with alternate numbers, veterinarian information, and more. 

 
Dog Tag Silencers 
 
Quick-Tag Heart-Shaped Silencer 
 

 Ensures longer lasting tags 
 Reduces tag noise 
 Glows in the dark 
 Made for Quick-Tag and PetScribe Products 

 
Personalized Dog Tags 

Pet Tags Lost Pet Recovery System - Blue Heart 

This tag could save your pet's life. The information on the tag can help reunite 
you with your pet in the event that he becomes lost. The tag includes a toll-free 
number that's staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Offered in a variety of 
styles. 
 
PCPetID 
 
The PCPetID is a portable P.C. storage device which allows you to enter as 
much or as little information including personal contacts, medical history, photos 
or any other information you feel comfortable providing. Just plug the PCPetID 
into any personal computer USB port, and you can enter your pet's and your own 
information on short and simple to use Microsoft Word forms. Plus, unlike I.D. 
tags or implanted microchips, you can change the information as often as 
necessary to keep it up-to-date. The PCPetID is water proof, weather proof and 
shock resistant. It requires no batteries or internet connection and hangs from 
your pet's collar just like any other identification tag. 
 
Shop PETCO.com for dog ID tags, personalized dog tags and dog tag 
silencers. Keep your pup by your side. 
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Cat Beds - Luxury Cat Beds and Heated Cat Beds Available Online from 
PETCO.com  



 
In the market for cat beds, luxury cat beds and/or heated cat beds?  
 
Browse PETCO.com for great cat beds like these: 
 
Fantasy Furniture: Cleopatra Chaise Luxury Cat Beds 
 
This luxurious chaise lounge will enhance any home, your pet will love it. The 
beauty of a fine piece of furniture is on the details. It is handmade out of strong 
wood frame ultra soft 1" foam, upholstered with high quality upholstery grade 
fabric. 
 
Tropical Island Bamboo Dog & Cat Bed 

Adds an exotic touch to any home. Comes with a rustic red cushion with a palm 
tree print. Includes a spacious pull out drawer to hold supplies for your pet. 
Suitable for pets less than 30 lbs. 
 
Catnap Chaises 

Delightful to look at, cozy to lie on! Our Catnap Chaise is built on a sturdy 
wooden frame, cushioned with fire-retardant foam, upholstered in fine quality 
fabric, and finished with designer detailing. Offered in a variety of fabrics. 
 
Catnap Bed 

Fun to look at, cozy to lie on! Our Catnap Bed pet sofa is built on a sturdy 
wooden frame, cushioned with fire-retardant foam, and finished with a 
removable, machine washable slip cover made of soft high-pile faux fur. Offered 
in a variety of colors. 
 
Thermo Heated Kitty Sill 

One of our great heated cat beds. 

 Sturdiest, most attractive, easy to assemble cat sill on the market 
 Adjustable to any window sill using the Velcro® fasteners or screws 

provided 
 Supports over 40 pounds 
 Dual thermostat 
 The surface of the bed will remain 12 to 15 degrees above ambient air 

temperature and warm to 102 degrees when in use 

PETCO Puffy Cat Box Bed 
 



Our Puffy Box Bed has the durability of polyester but still surrounds your pet in a 
cozy softness. Your cat will love snuggling into the padded sides and lazing the 
afternoon away. The super soft stuffed sides ring the bed to create a cuddly nest 
while the padded bottom helps retain warmth. Machine washable for 
longstanding use. Offered in a variety of colors to match any home décor. 
 
Find all the best cat beds, luxury cat beds and heated cat beds at 
PETCO.com…where the pets go! 
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Cat Books - 2009 Cat Calendars Available Online from PETCO.com  
 
Start your year off right with cat books and 2009 cat calendars from 
PETCO.com! 
 
Here’s part of our huge selection: 
 
Cat Books  
 
Cats For Dummies 
 
Cats For Dummies is the ultimate kitty catalogue, with new and updated advice 
about choosing and training your cat, understanding feline behavior and 
medicine, and maintaining optimal care for your cat's life--all nine of them! 
 
Kittens for Dummies 

From finding a kitten and visiting the vet to choosing the right food, litter boxes, 
and toys, this handy reference gets you through the toughest and most delightful 
era in your cat's life. Written in a down-to-earth style featuring informative 
cartoons, illustrations, reference lists, and other handy tools to help you 
understand and care for your kitten. 
 
2009 Cat Calendars 
 
365 Days Kittens 2009 Square Wall Calendar 

Kittens dance and they prance. They slip under the sofa. They sneak behind the 
dresser. They climb your pant leg. They nap on your lap. In no time at all they've 



found the way to your heart. You'll fall fast for the precious little ones in this 2009 
Kittens 365 Days calendar. The 365 Days of Kittens calendar is a square wall 
calendar featuring an extra large two page monthly grid with a photo for every 
day of the year. 
 
ArtList 2009 THE CAT ALL-STAR 2009 Square Wall Calendar 

This 2009 Cats All-Star THE CAT calendar features delightful cats and kittens. 
Each month the selection of photos is grouped by a theme and color, such as cat 
tails, paws up or cats in baskets. Today is the day to get this adorable calendar 
for 2009. Here kitty kitty! The Artlist The Cat collection features cats and kittens 
photographed in Artlist International's famous "Fish-eye" style. Photos are taken 
at unique angles, and depending on the feline, either the cat’s head, body, or tail 
is enhanced giving the most lively and expressive portrait of each cat. Each 
calendar features the holidays of 11 countries (Australia, Belgium, Canada, 
France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Japan, United Kingdom, and United 
States). Accept No Copycats! 
 
PETCO Foundation 2009 Wall Calendar 

A small donation goes a long way! Purchase this calendar and 100% of the 
proceeds will benefit the PETCO Foundation. You'll have a beautiful wall 
calendar filled with pictures of beloved PETCO family pets as well as valuable 
monthly in-store coupons! 
 
Don’t let half of the year go by without buying cat books and 2009 cat 
calendars from PETCO.com! PETCO.com…where the smart cat parents go! 


